
WHYMPER AGAIN 

There we must leave the matter. Whymper, with his sealed bag, 
went his way. The Seiler Museum at Zermatt contains a severed 
piece of the sash-cord, miscalled rope, which united the lost and the 
saved, and which, as Whymper says, ' was not brought, and should not 
have been employed, for the purpose for which it was used.' The 
chief actors have all left our stage. Omne exit in mysteria . 
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THE VALLEY OF THE ORBE 
BY BENS ON LA WFORD 

F the many pleasure-seekers who travel from Paris to Lausanne 
each year, how few know anything more of Vallorbe, that 
cheerful little town on the Swiss frontier, other than that the 

train hangs about there an unconscionably long time, while luggage and 
passports are being examined; and that, if you are lucky, you may get a 
fragrant cup of coffee and fresh rolls to while away the time, even at five 
or six o'clock in the morning. And yet .anyone who will leave the train 
here, and walk or drive the three or four miles to Ballaigues, a pleasant 
village on the other side of the great ravine of the Orbe, will find this 
a delightful part of the world in which to spend a quiet holiday ; and 
the place has yet another merit, especially in these troublesome days, 
which is that you can live there very comfortably at small expense. 

Three-quarters of a mile beyond the village of Ballaigues, the Pension 
Maillefer stands by the roadside, an unpretentious old-fashioned house, 
from whose back door you may step immediately into the pine forest, 
where the pl~asantest little paths wander in every direction. If you 
elect to turn uphill, half-an-hour's steady walking will bring you to 
La Bessonaz, whence on a clear day you have an incomparable view
wooded slopes dropping away at your feet down to the great plain, 
with little towns and red-roofed villages dotted here and there, a gleam 
of Neuchatel's lake in one direction, that of Geneva in another, with 
the magnificence of Mont Blanc on the far side ; beyond the plain, 
the blue foothills rising ridge upon ridge, until they culminate in the 
giants of the Bernese Oberland, Eiger, Monch and Jungfrau, and only 
less beautiful than these, the billowing snowfields of the Bliimlisalp. 
For those sound in wind and limb; a further two hours' easy walk may 
be recommended, over ' alpine pastures wet with dew ' where the cattle 
are feeding, and through pinewoods to the summit of Mont Suchet, the 
highest point hereabouts, whence the field of vision is greatly extended . 

. On August I, which this year (1931) fell on a Saturday, the Swiss 
celebrate their Fete Nationale. In the evening we walked up towards 
the village, where the band was playing, flags and paper decorations 
adorned all the houses, and as dusk fell there was a mild display of 
fireworks. Later, bonfires were lighted on every point of vantage, 
and we could see some fifteen or twenty beacons in different directions. 
But finer than all man's puny efforts was nature's magnificent display 
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of sheet-lightning, which incessantly lit up the hills all round, while 
distant thunder rolled an effective rafale amongst the echoing cliffs.
' As when from the great crest of a high hill, Zeus, the Lightning
gatherer, pierces the dense cloud, and of a sudden all the peaks and 
jutting spurs and dells shine out, and in heaven the illimitable sky is 
rent asunder.' _ 

A night of storm was followed by a fair day. I walked up to La 
Bessonaz, but tarried not overlong at that delectable belvedere, for 
many people were gathering together and the Salvation Army, with 
uniform and musical instruments complete, though well enough at, 
say, Wandsworth, did not tally with my notion of a peaceful Sabbath 
morning in the mountains. So exclaiming 'Excelsior,' I passed on
ward and upward, and eventually, after losing my path in a piece of 
a wood, I gained the summit of Mont Suchet. There were many 
parties here also, for the Fete Nationale is a great occasion for family 
picnics, and to light a fire of sticks and boil a kettle is all a proper part 
of the proceedings, particularly from the children's ( o£ whom there were 
many) point of view. And is it not a good notion, and likely to encourage 
a love of one's country, thus to take the children out into the woods 
and beautiful places, and to hold a little family festival in the open air, 
on the national great day of the year ? 

But over the French frontier the. weather was worsening the hills 
had that peculiar, hard blue look that presages rain, and white wisps of 
cloud were drifting and forming on all the mountain tops. Hastily 
.I fled downwarq, leaving the merrymakers behind, and reached shelter 
just as the first drops of a mighty storm began to fall. 

The Dent de V aulion, that steep little hill w ich seems to overhang 
Vallorbe, is another fine belvedere easily reached by way of Pont and 
the Lac de J oux, and, as our friend Baedeker would remark, ' repaying.' 
But a greater than Baedeker climbed this hill as far back as I 779, 
and was enchanted with the view let me try to translate a few lines 
from Goethe's Letters from Switzerland 1 : 

1 Goethe's party made the ascent of the Dent de Vaulion on October 25, 
1779, but had no clear view, on account of cloud and mist; they therefore 
decided to take the Dole, the highest hill in that part of the Jura, on their way 
back to Geneva on the following day. This time fortune favoured them, 
and this is the view actually d escribed by Goethe, though it will serve almost 
equally well for that from the Dent de Vaulion. 

It is interesting to learn that these distant views of the Savoy Alps inspired 
the poet with a keen desire to 'make their more better acquaintance,' and find
ing in Geneva that a visit to Chamonix was becoming more fashionable, Goethe 
called upon the scientist and mountaineer, Saussure, at his country house, 
to ascertain whether it was safe to undertake such an enterprise so late in the 
season. 

The verdict of the famous scientist being favourable, they set out for Chamonix 
on November 3, by way of Cluses and Sallanches ; visited Montenvers and 
the Mer de Glace (which they did not try to cross, as they had neither crampons 
nor nails in their shoes); and so came eventually by way of the Col de Balme 
to Martigny. The letters describing this journey make very entertaining 
reading to any lover of the hills. See also Voyageurs Illustres en Suisse, by 
Charles Gos, pp. 9 sqq. 
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' At length we reached the summit and saw with the greatest pleasure 
the whole Pays de Vaud spread out in relief at our feet we saw the 
greater part of the Lake of Geneva, Lausanne, Vevey, and even the 
Castle of Chillon quite clearly, with the mountains at the head of the 
lake hiding the Rhone valley, the Savoy hills and the shore towns on 
that side. The great plain from Lausanne to Solothurn lay in a light 
haze, so that it was not easy to say whether or no one actually saw the 
Lake of Neuchatel. But above all the view of the snow mountains 
asserted its pre-eminent attraction. No words can describe the beauty 
and magnificence of the view ; for the moment you are scarcely 
conscious of what you see ; you recall the names and features of cities 
and places that you know, and rejoice in a kind of astounded recognition 
that these are actually the white spots you see here· and there. 

' And ever and again eye and spirit were attracted by the long line 
of shining snow mountains . . . before them, one gladly resigns all 
pretensions to infinity, since by looking and thinking one can scarcely 
realise the finite. 

' We saw before us a land flowing with milk and honey ; the ground 
beneath our feet, a high bleak hill, still bore grass, food for the animals 
which nourish man. The conceited lord of this world can arrogate 
that much to himself; but yonder mountains are like a group of 
celestial virgins in inaccessible surroundings, whom the Spirit of 
Heaven preserves in eternal purity for himself alone.' 

Thus the poet ; but it should be remembered that, at the time when 
Goethe was writing, neither Mont Blanc nor the Jungfrau had, as yet, 
fallen victim to man's insatiable ambition. It is surely no devil, but, 
as Goethe says, the Spirit of Heaven himself, who takes us ' up into 
an high mountain,' whence we may see 'all the kingdoms of the world 
in a moment of time.' . 

May we not fancy that the modern poet 2 had some such wonderful 
view in mind, when he penned these beautiful lines ? 

' Still, and blanched, and cold, and lone, 
The icy hills far off from me 

With frosty ulys overgrown 
Stand in their sculptured secrecy. 

' Yea, in my mind those mountains rise, 
Their perils dyed with evening's rose; 

And still my ghost sits at mine eyes, 
And thirsts for their untroubled snows . ., 

2 Waiter de la Mare. 
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